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I I was tempted to talk about what I actually do in ML
I Turns out it’s not very interesting
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What is Machine Learning?

I We have:
I Some number of inputs: x→ things that describe the physics
I Some number of targets: y→ things we want to know

I Try to map x→ y with
I A parametric model f(x)
I A loss function L(f(x),y)

I Machine learning is the thing that tunes f

I’m omitting a lot

I Unsupervised learners

I Generators
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Neural Nets: Lots of little transforms

I Map to latent space:
h = σ(θx)

I Simple and general form:
I θ: a matrix
I σ: activation function
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I Generalize: given inputs x and outputs y

f(x) = σN (θNσN−1(· · · θ2σ1(θ1x)) · · · )) ≈ y

Key Points

I Dimension of x is fixed by dim(θ), the “architecture”

I σ must be a differentiable function
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Why differentiable?

I Differentiable L and f means θ gradient

I We minimize by gradient descent

θ → θ − γ∇θL(f(x),y)

I This takes millions of iterations!
I This used to be slow

I New libraries use GPUs

I GPUs fixed the slowness

I We can train bigger models

I Inference is still fast
I O(ms) in cases here

Model

High Energy Physics

Data / Simulation

ML Discriminants

Physics!

Training Data

Rest of World

Keras 
TensorFlow

MXNet
Etc
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Inputs

Event-Level Discrimination

I Dozen or so variables

I We’ve used ML since LEP

I This result (’92):
I 19d x
I 3d y

I Neural Net for f(x)

I Minimize least-squares loss

(f(x)− y)2

Fig. 2
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I I’m sure this was much more work to implement

http://delphiwww.cern.ch/pubxx/papers/public/papers.html#0056
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Inputs

25 Years Later

arXiv:1806.00425

BDT Output
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CMSSimulation (13 TeV)

preco
T → ptruth

T , ∼ 10 vars

I No big conceptual changes, just more results
I Not super popular for dark matter searches
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Inputs

Why not just M’Learn All The Dark Matter?

I Naive BDT won’t work
I Many model parameters
I Which one to choose?

I We could parameterize, i.e.

x→ x + [mA,mZ′ ]

(yes, it’s that easy)

q

q̄
Z

′ h

A

χ

χ̄

b

b̄

I This isn’t complicated as machine learning any more

I There are lots of interesting questions about:
I Interpretation
I How much it helps

I But I suspect it could help a lot
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Inputs

Data multiplier ( Nature Review, 2018 Alt Download)
REVIEWRESEARCH

learning would have required the collection of about four times as much 
data. This is just one of many examples of high-precision tests of the 
standard model at the LHC for which machine learning has markedly 
increased the power of the measurement.

The emergence of deep learning
Machine learning in particle physics, including the examples presented 
in the previous two sections, has traditionally involved the use of 
field-specific knowledge to engineer tools to extract the features of the 
data that are expected to be the most useful for a given measurement. 
This enables the incredibly rich initial data to be interpreted using 
only a small number of features. For example, in the aforementioned 
Bs decay, a human-designed tracking algorithm first reconstructs the 
paths taken by the muon and the antimuon in a magnetized parti-
cle-physics detector, and from these paths the momenta of the particles 
are inferred. However, only the dimuon mass and the angle between 
them are used in the BDT. The rest of the kinematic information is 
discarded.

For many tasks, information can be lost when these human- 
designed tools are used to extract features that fail to fully capture the 
complexity of the problem. As in the fields of computer vision and 
natural language processing26,47, there is a growing effort in particle 
physics to skip the feature-engineering step and instead use the full 
high-dimensional feature space to train cutting-edge machine-learning 
algorithms, such as deep neural networks48. In this approach, domain 
expertise is used to design neural-network architectures that are best 
suited to the specific problem. Studies of such applications have grown 
substantially in number and complexity within the past several years, 
beginning around 2014 with applications of deep neural networks to 
data analysis49, quickly expanding to the first applications of computer 
vision50–52 and to the current broad study of deep learning throughout 
the field of particle physics53–56.

In this section we highlight a few recent applications of two types 
of deep learning algorithm in particle physics: convolutional and 
recurrent neural networks (CNNs and RNNs, respectively)57,58. The 
outputs of many particle-physics detectors can be viewed as images, 
and the application of computer-vision techniques is being explored in  
simplified settings by the LHC community59–65 and with initial studies 
on ATLAS and CMS simulations66,67. However, such techniques are 
more naturally applicable in the area of neutrino physics, for which 
reason we focus our discussion of CNNs to neutrino experiments. 
Similarly, there are many applications of RNNs, but for brevity we 
discuss only their use for the study of high-energy beauty quarks at 
ATLAS and CMS.

Computer vision for neutrino experiments
Loosely inspired by the structure of the visual cortex, CNNs use a strategy  
that decreases their sensitivity to the absolute position of elements in an 
image and that makes them more robust to noise. Deep CNNs are able 
to extract complex features from images and now outperform humans 
in certain image-classification tasks. Another strength of CNNs is their 
ability to identify objects in an image, as demonstrated for example 
by their use in self-driving cars, owing to translation-invariant feature 
learning. This translational invariance presents a challenge for the LHC 
experiments, whose detectors consist of layers of distinct detector tech-
nologies moving out from the proton–proton collision region. These 
detectors provide rich information in the absolute reference frame of 
the detector, which is transformed into a more natural format for a 
CNN-based approach. By contrast, this characteristic of CNNs is par-
ticularly useful for neutrino experiments, which necessarily use large 
homogeneous detectors owing to the incredibly small probability that 
a neutrino will interact within a small volume of material. A neutrino 
interaction can take place anywhere within these detectors and locating 
them is a critical part of neutrino-physics analyses.

The detectors of the NOvA experiment68 are filled with scintillating 
mineral oil, which emits light when a charged particle passes through 
it. Each NOvA event consists of two images: one taken from the top 
and the other from the side. The NOvA collaboration has developed 
a machine-learning algorithm52 composed of two parallel networks 
inspired by the GoogleNet69 architecture. The NOvA CNN extracts 
features from both views simultaneously and combines them to cat-
egorize neutrino interactions in the detector. This network, which 
improves the efficiency of selecting electron neutrinos by 40% with 
no loss in purity, has served as the event classifier in searches both for 
the appearance of electron neutrinos70 and for a new type of particle 
called a sterile neutrino71.

The detector at the MicroBooNE experiment72, which contains 90 
tonnes of liquid argon, detects neutrinos sent from the booster neu-
trino beamline at Fermilab. Each MircoBooNE event corresponds to a 
33-megapixel image that probably contains background tracks caused 
by cosmic rays. Identifying signals of neutrino interactions in such 
events, in which both the signal and background tracks vary in size 
from a few centimetres to metres, is one of the most challenging tasks 
of the experiment. MicroBooNE recently demonstrated the ability to 
detect neutrino interactions using a CNN73. Specifically, an algorithm 
called Faster-RCNN74 uses spatially sensitive information from inter-
mediate convolution layers to predict a bounding box that contains the 
secondary particles produced in a neutrino interaction. In Fig. 3 we 
show an example output in which the network successfully localized a 
neutrino interaction with high confidence. Finally, by taking advantage 
of accelerated computing on GPUs, these CNNs can run much faster 
than the conventional algorithms used by previous neutrino experi-
ments. This makes them ideally suited to the task of real-time image 
classification and object detection.

RNNs for beauty-quark identification
The study of high-energy beauty quarks is of great interest at the LHC 
because these particles are frequently produced in the decays of Higgs 
bosons and top quarks and are predicted to be important components 
of the decays of super-symmetric and other hypothetical particles. A 
high-energy beauty quark radiates a substantial fraction of its energy in 
the form of a collimated stream of particles, called a jet, before forming 
a bound state with an antiquark or two additional quarks. This radiation 
is emitted over a distance comparable to the size of a proton, making it 
impossible to observe the emission process directly. The beauty-quark 
bound states live for only a picosecond, corresponding to millimetre-  
to centimetre-scale flight distances at the LHC, before randomly 
decaying into one of a thousand possible sets of commonly produced 
particles. Therefore, to identify jets that originate from high-energy 
beauty quarks, it is necessary to be able to determine whether parti-
cles were produced directly in the proton–proton collision or in the 
subsequent decay of a long-lived bound state at a location displaced  

Table 1 | Effect of machine learning on the discovery and study of 
the Higgs boson

Analysis
Years of data 
collection

Sensitivity  
without machine  
learning

Sensitivity 
with machine 
learning

Ratio 
of P 
values

Additional 
data  
required

CMS24 
H → γγ

2011–2012 2.2σ,  
P = 0.014

2.7σ, 
P = 0.0035

4.0 51%

ATLAS43 
H → τ+τ−

2011–2012 2.5σ,  
P = 0.0062

3.4σ, 
P = 0.00034

18 85%

ATLAS99 
VH → bb

2011–2012 1.9σ,  
P = 0.029

2.5σ, 
P = 0.0062

4.7 73%

ATLAS41 
VH → bb

2015–2016 2.8σ,  
P = 0.0026

3.0σ, 
P = 0.00135

1.9 15%

CMS100 
VH → bb

2011–2012 1.4σ,  
P = 0.081

2.1σ, 
P = 0.018

4.5 125%

Five key measurements of three decay modes of the Higgs boson H for which machine learning 
greatly increased the sensitivity of the LHC experiments, where V denotes a W or Z boson, γ 
denotes a photon and b a beauty quark. For each analysis, the sensitivity without and with 
machine learning is given, in terms of both the P values and the equivalent number of Gaussian 
standard deviations σ. (We present only analyses that provided both machine-learning-based and 
non-machine-learning-based results; the more recent analyses report only the machine-learning-
based results.) The increase in sensitivity achieved by using machine learning, as measured by 
the ratio of P values, ranges roughly from 2 to 20. An alternative figure of merit is the minimal 
amount of additional data that would need to be collected to reach the machine-learning-based 
sensitivity without using machine learning, which varies from 15% to 125%.

4 4  |  N A T U R E  |  V O L  5 6 0  |  2  A U G U S T  2 0 1 8
© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Algorithms

Going beyond “event level”

I Event level → up to your search

I We have lots of jets though

I Problem: jets are complicated
I Many constituents
I Many parameters

I Momentum
I Impact Parameters
I Vertices
I Cluster Shape
I Quality
I Uncertainties

I This doesn’t fit in “Jet substructure”

I It also doesn’t fit in 38 dimensions
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Algorithms

Maybe we need new architectures?

Figure 1

Schematic showing feed-forward, recurrent, and recursive neural network architectures. Diamonds
represent inputs and outputs, while processing units are represented with circles and squares.
Arrows between processing units represent embeddings h. Standard feed-forward networks map a
fixed length x into y, whereas recurrent and recursive networks can process a sequence of inputs
{xi}. Units represented as circles are shared throughout the network: once the network is trained,
the units can be used to build a network of arbitrary size. Recurrent networks can be viewed as a
subset of recursive networks, in which each node combines one input xi and the output from the
previous recurrent node hi�1 to produce hi, and where h0 = 0. Recursive units map each pair of
inputs to an output in the same space, (hi, hj) ! hk. Note that these components can also be
chained: Any output node can also serve as an input node to another component.

chine learning tools can perform hit reconstruction (26) or track finding (27) in individual

detector systems. These tools can also perform object identification by using information

from various detector systems, such as electron (28), photon (29), or ⌧ lepton (30) identi-

fication. Finally, machine learning tools have been widely used to classify entire events as

background-like or signal-like, both in the final statistical analysis (31) or at the initial trig-

ger decision (32). These machine learning tools have found high-profile application in single

t quark searches (33), early Higgs boson searches (34), and the Higgs boson discovery (29).

2.1. Event Selection and High-Level Physics Tasks

The earliest successes of deep learning in high energy physics came in improvements in

event selection for signal events with complex topologies. In the past few years, several

studies have demonstrated that the traditional shallow networks based on physics-inspired

engineered (“high-level”) features are outperformed by deep networks based on the higher-

dimensional features which receive less pre-processing (“lower-level”) features. Prior to the

advent of deep learning, such pre-processing was necessary, as shallow network performance

on low-level features fell short. The deep learning results discussed below demonstrate that

deep networks using the low-level features surpass the shallow networks using high-level

features. This confirms the suspicion that feature engineering, applying physics knowledge

8 Guest • Cranmer • Whiteson

New architectures: h1,h2 → h3, things start to look like physics
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Algorithms

RNNs in Flavor Tagging: ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-013
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Preliminary

I Use an LSTM to map tracks {x1,x2, . . .} to jet flavors b, c, light

I Beats older naive Bayes classifier

I Still feed both to the “high-level” b-tagger (another NN)
I Combines this with vertex information
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Algorithms

Streamlined Approach: CMS DP-2018/058
CMS-DP-2018-033

I Big improvement

I 6 class output!

I Variants for W , t, Z, H
tagging
I Also split by decay mode

I Retraining for upgrade ∼ free

I ATLAS τ -trigger uses similar
approach (in run 3) b jet efficiency
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Algorithms

Beyond Jets and Classification: Emiss
T

I See ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-028

I Tons of ways to calculate Emiss
T , use them all!

I Calorimeter as “image”

I The calorimeter kitchen sink
I Clusters
I SoftKiller (SK)
I Constituent Subtr. + SK
I Voronoi Subtr. + SK

I And Tracks
I from primary vertex
I from secondary vertex

I Only 35k parameters!

I Calculate one 0.1× 0.1 “true” patch from 1.1× 1.1
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Algorithms

Emiss
T Convolutions: Pileup Sensitivity
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Algorithms

Meanwhile: Theorists Collaborate! (arXiv:1902.09914)
Moving beyond one-off “ML for X-tagging”

I 27 Authors!

I Cool but incomplete:
I No b-tagging
I “fast” simulation
I No data

Personal Bias

I We’re at a plateau

I I have plenty of data

I I have (good) MC
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Algorithms

The case for CERN OpenData

Pragmatic Theorist

“We don’t have good enough simulation to study X”

I do whatever you can with 4 vectors

Pragmatic Experimentalist

“X will never be published by my collaboration”

I do something less ambitious or

I play theorist for 6 months and writes stand-alone result

Bottom Line Open data will help everyone
Backup Plan Write your own “full simulation”
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Algorithms

What can we do with open data?

I Graph networks: combine vertices, tracks, etc

07/29/19 Hammers & Nails 2019, Graph Net HEP, J.-R. Vlimant 79

 Jet-id with Graph Network

jet

All particles of a jet, and vertex added on an all-to-all message
passing graph network.

Graph-level classification (binary or multi-class)

vertex

Disclaimer: I don’t know how this thing works,

but you can run it on CMS Open Data.
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Algorithms

Summary

I Event-level ML:
I Very search dependent
I But we’ll see more of them

I Object-level ML:
I More complicated (from an ML perspective)
I Very concrete gains (including some I didn’t mention)

I Theory–experiment interface:
I Have theorists reached a 4-vector plateau? (I think so. . . )
I Open data should help

More resources

I The rest of these slides are a grabbag of interesting things

I Also check out HEP ML Resources, Boost 2019,
Hammers and Nails 2019
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Algorithms

BACKUP
SLIDES
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Algorithms

Lowering the Latency

I Lots of effort to run in trigger

I New problem: latency
I SW takes > µs
I Algorithm form is simple

I can port to FPGA
I or use high-level synthesis

Three Station Modes

Mode Feature ��12 ��23 +/- �✓13 B1 B2 B3 FR1 FR2 ✓ Mode
1-2-3 Bits 7 5 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 5 3
Mode Feature ��12 ��24 +/- �✓14 B1 B2 B4 FR1 FR2 ✓ Mode
1-2-4 Bits 7 5 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 5 3
Mode Feature ��13 ��34 +/- �✓14 B1 B3 B4 FR1 FR3 ✓ Mode
1-3-4 Bits 7 5 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 5 3
Mode Feature ��23 ��34 +/- �✓24 B2 B3 B4 FR2 – ✓ Mode
2-3-4 Bits 7 5 1 3 2 1 1 1 – 5 4

Two Station Modes

Mode Feature ��XY �✓XY BX BY FRX FRY ✓ Mode
X-Y Bits 7 3 3 3 1 1 5 7

X-Y runs through the possible two station combinations: 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, 3-4.

5. Results and Conclusions
The LUT scheme utilizing the BDT predictions has been implemented in the EMTF for 2016
and 2017 data taking. As seen in Figure 1, the upgraded system – compared to the legacy
system – reduces the rate at 25 GeV by a factor of three with no loss in e�ciency. The legacy
system was used in the endcaps until 2015.

Figure 1. On the left, the upgraded EMTF rate divided by the legacy rate is shown for a
variety of pt thresholds. On the right, the upgraded and legacy e�ciencies are presented for a
25 GeV threshold. The upgraded EMTF has a 3x lower rate than the legacy system at 25 GeV
with virtually no di↵erence in plateau e�ciency for the same threshold. Plots are taken from [4].

References
[1] Khachatryan V et al. (CMS) 2017 JINST 12 P01020 (Preprint 1609.02366)
[2] Tapper A and Acosta D (CMS collaboration) 2013 CMS Technical Design Report for the Level-

1 Trigger Upgrade Tech. Rep. CERN-LHCC-2013-011. CMS-TDR-12 additional contacts: Je↵rey
Spalding, Fermilab, Je↵rey.Spalding@cern.ch Didier Contardo, Universite Claude Bernard-Lyon I,
didier.claude.contardo@cern.ch URL https://cds.cern.ch/record/1556311

I CMS sees ∼ 30% increase in muon efficiency at 20 GeV

Figure from https://cds.cern.ch/record/2290188
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Loss Function

Simulation isn’t perfect

I Can measure this
I εb, 85%→ 77%

I 1st order: we don’t care

I We just rescale
simulation

I Can also get fancy

b jet efficiency
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But also: This isn’t surprising

I Loss function knows nothing about modeling

I The NN maximizes discrimination at all costs
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Loss Function

Mass Decorrelation: ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-014

I Black: QCD Jet mass

I Us: “Find W”

I NN: “OK!”

I Us: “. . . without
sculpting”

I NN: “See Dots”

I Good net!  jet mass [GeV]RLarge-
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Tagged multijets:

ATLAS  Simulation Preliminary

I Very useful when background is estimated from a smooth function

Backing up

I We could use this to fix discrepancies between simulation and data
as well
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Loss Function

Decorrelation Approaches

I KL divergence loss term

L = Lclassifier + λLKL

More on KL Loss

Lclassifier = −∑
i∈labels yi log fθ(x)

Javier Duarte 
Fermilab

H O W  T O  D E C O R R E L AT E ?
• Adversarial training 
 
 
 

• Dedicated “penalty term”

inputs
Featurizer

(FC, CNN,  
RNN, GNN, …)

Classifier
(FC)

Output  
 

particle 
class

Output  
 

mass 
(value/bin)

Adversary
(FC)

Grad.
reverse

-λr

Mass Independence - Decorrelation

• Custom penalty term in loss function
• Minimize the difference – tag and anti-tag distributions
• Kullback-Leibler divergence to quantify the difference

31 October 2018 12

!27

L = Ldisc + λLadv

L = Ldisc + λDKL

 

arXiv:1611.01046 
arXiv:1409.7495

I Adversarial network

× 3

⋮⋮x

θclf

z  =  pclf( y | x, θclf )

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

64 nodes

Classifier

⋮
padv( d | z, a, θadv )

⋮ ⋮

64 nodes

Adversary

a
⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

d

θadvLclf (θclf)

GMM

∇ → –λ∇

Ladv (θadv)

20 components

I Classifier maximizes the adversary’s loss
More on Adversary: ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-014
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Generative Adversaries
ATL-SOFT-PUB-2018-001
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I In this case: make random noise look like Geant4

I And do it hundreds of times faster
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Why do we need generators?

Year
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Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

CPU resource needs

2017 Computing model

2018 estimates:
MC fast calo sim + standard reco
MC fast calo sim + fast reco
Generators speed up x2

Flat budget model
(+20%/year)

ATLAS Preliminary

Data Proc

MC-Full(Sim)

MC-Full (Rec)

MC-Fast (Sim)

MC-Fast (Rec) EvGen

HI

Analysis

ATLAS Preliminary. 2028 CPU resource needs
MC fast calo sim + fast reco, generators speed up x2

I ∼ half our computing goes to simulation

I NNs are much cheaper than simulation

I Might be in trouble in HL-LHC
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GAN Examples
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I LHCb also uses this to simulate Cherenkov discriminator

More on LHCb GAN
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Loss Function

Who needs a model? Tracking Challenge

I We’re heading for trouble in the HL-LHC

I Not clear where µ = 200 puts us. . .

I Two rounds (with rewards):
I Accuracy $25,000: lots of machine learning solutions
I Speed + Accuracy $15,000: Winners were mostly tracking experts

More ATLAS resource projections, More on Tracking Challenge
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Future of ML

What’s Next?

I See the other ski conference

I Many interesting things at ACAT 2019
I Learning Scale factors (CMS)
I Data Quality in CMS and in ATLAS
I More on Tracking
I More on HLS
I Vertex Reconstruction (LHCb)
I HL-LHC Muon Trigger 2 (ATLAS)
I Event Generation

I Will be exciting to see how many of these are used
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Future of ML

CMS Track Classification with NNs

A novel deep neural network classifier 
Assessing track quality in the Iterative Track Reconstruction at CMS

Joona Havukainen
On behalf of the CMS Collaboration
joona.havukainen@helsinki.fi

Name Seed Target track
Initial Pixel triplets Prompt

LowPtQuad Pixel quadruplets Prompt, low p
T

HighPtTriplet Pixel triplets Prompt, high p
T

LowPtTriplet Pixel triplets Prompt, high p
T

DetachedQuad Pixel quadruplets Displaced, low p
T

DetachedTriplet Pixel triplets Displaced, low p
T

PixelPair Pixel pairs Recover high p
T

MixedTriplet Pixel+strip triplets Displaced

PixelLess TIB/TID/TEC strip 
triplets

More displaced

TobTec TOB/TEC ring 5 
strip triplets

Very displaced

JetCoreRegional Pixel+strip pairs Prompt, high p
T
, 

merged pixel clusters

Track reconstruction in the CMS tracker can be 
split into four steps: Hit clustering, track 
seeding, track building and track fitting [1].

1)  Hit  clustering:  Energy 
deposits left by the charged
particles in the  tracker  are
used to determine hit locations.

2) Track  seeding:  Hits  in 
different layers compatible 
to  be  originating  from   a 
single  particle are  formed 
into track seeds.

3) Track building: Seeds are 
extended to include hits from
outer   layers   calculating 
particle propagation using
a Kalman filter.

4) Track  fitting:  A  final  fit 
is performed on the collection 
of hits associated to the  track 
candidate.

After the fitting, the track candidate quality is 
assessed using multivariate analysis techniques 
on the track parameters. Poor quality tracks are 
rejected and good quality candidates are saved 
into a track collection and the hits associated to 
them can be masked from the remaining 
reconstruction.

Reconstructing tracks

Iterative tracking

[1] The CMS Collaboration: Description and performance 
of track and primary-vertex reconstruction with the CMS 
tracker, CMS-TRK-11-001, arXiv:1405.6569v2, 2014

Track reconstruction is a computationally 
demanding task. In order to reduce the 
combinatorial complexity of the problem an 
iterative approach has been chosen. The tracks 
that are easiest to find are searched in the early 
iterations and the signals associated to the found 
good quality tracks are masked from the later 
iterations to reduce the computational load.

This allows more resources to be spent on 
finding the difficult tracks. Specialized 
iterations can be used for example to search 
tracks in the densely populated regions inside 
highly  energetic jets. The earlier a track gets 
reconstructed and accepted in the iterations, the 
more resources will be saved. The iterations, the 
seeds used and the targeted track types are 
presented in order they are applied in Table 1.

Track quality estimation

Table 1: The iterations in the order they are applied, 
the seeds used for building the tracks and the targeted 
track types.

An accurate method for estimating the track 
quality is needed both for masking the signals 
that are associated to reconstructed tracks and 
for rejecting fake tracks. These are tracks that 
are falsely reconstructed from unrelated hits or 
tracks that are badly reconstructed with spurious 
hits.

Good performance has been achieved using 
track variables such as the χ² value for the fit, 
the number of hits in the track and track 
displacement as an input to a machine learning 
method that is trained to tell the difference 
between fake and true tracks. So far the method 
used for this classification has been an ensemble 
of Boosted Decision Trees (BDT).

As the different iterations target different 
types of tracks, it has been necessary to have a 
separate classifier prepared for every iteration. 
This unavoidably complicates both the training 
process of the machine learning method and its 
application in the reconstruction pipeline. We 
propose using a Deep Neural Network (DNN) 
as a classifier instead and taking advantage of its 
large capacity to perform the classification with 
just a single classifier.

Figure 1: Using a 
single Deep Neural 
Network classifier 
instead of 11 different 
ensembles of Boosted 
Decision Trees 
simplifies both the 
training and the 
evaluation. 

Deep Neural Network

The initial goal is to find a DNN using the same 
input variables as the current BDTs that would 
reach at least the same level of performance. 
Already with a relatively simple DNN, using 
four hidden dense layers (300, 150, 20, 10 
neurons), the network is able reach and in some 
cases surpass the performance of the BDTs, as 
shown in Figure 1 demonstrating the efficiency 
and fake rate as a function of p

T 
for a sample of 

tt events with pile-up 50.
However making sure that the network is 

able to perform well also on exotic track types 
that are only present in small quantities or not at 
all in the training samples has proven to be 
difficult and is still to be understood. As the 
classifier decides if a reconstructed track is 
stored or rejected, unexpected behavior on rare 
track types can cause decrease in efficiency. 

Figure 2: The DNN classifier is able to outperform the 
BDT classifier both in efficiency and fake rate, on a 
sample of tt events with pile-up 50.   

Future work
● Ensuring  good  performance  on   rare   tracks

- Sample weights, network generalization

● Including  hit  variables  to   the   classification
- Hit type, layer, submodule, fit residual

● Compilation for fast evaluation when deployed
- AOT TensorFlow, C++ TensorFlow

● Hyperparameter optimization

A novel deep neural network classifier 
Assessing track quality in the Iterative Track Reconstruction at CMS

Joona Havukainen
On behalf of the CMS Collaboration
joona.havukainen@helsinki.fi

Name Seed Target track
Initial Pixel triplets Prompt

LowPtQuad Pixel quadruplets Prompt, low p
T

HighPtTriplet Pixel triplets Prompt, high p
T

LowPtTriplet Pixel triplets Prompt, high p
T

DetachedQuad Pixel quadruplets Displaced, low p
T

DetachedTriplet Pixel triplets Displaced, low p
T

PixelPair Pixel pairs Recover high p
T

MixedTriplet Pixel+strip triplets Displaced

PixelLess TIB/TID/TEC strip 
triplets

More displaced

TobTec TOB/TEC ring 5 
strip triplets

Very displaced

JetCoreRegional Pixel+strip pairs Prompt, high p
T
, 

merged pixel clusters

Track reconstruction in the CMS tracker can be 
split into four steps: Hit clustering, track 
seeding, track building and track fitting [1].

1)  Hit  clustering:  Energy 
deposits left by the charged
particles in the  tracker  are
used to determine hit locations.

2) Track  seeding:  Hits  in 
different layers compatible 
to  be  originating  from   a 
single  particle are  formed 
into track seeds.

3) Track building: Seeds are 
extended to include hits from
outer   layers   calculating 
particle propagation using
a Kalman filter.

4) Track  fitting:  A  final  fit 
is performed on the collection 
of hits associated to the  track 
candidate.

After the fitting, the track candidate quality is 
assessed using multivariate analysis techniques 
on the track parameters. Poor quality tracks are 
rejected and good quality candidates are saved 
into a track collection and the hits associated to 
them can be masked from the remaining 
reconstruction.

Reconstructing tracks

Iterative tracking

[1] The CMS Collaboration: Description and performance 
of track and primary-vertex reconstruction with the CMS 
tracker, CMS-TRK-11-001, arXiv:1405.6569v2, 2014

Track reconstruction is a computationally 
demanding task. In order to reduce the 
combinatorial complexity of the problem an 
iterative approach has been chosen. The tracks 
that are easiest to find are searched in the early 
iterations and the signals associated to the found 
good quality tracks are masked from the later 
iterations to reduce the computational load.

This allows more resources to be spent on 
finding the difficult tracks. Specialized 
iterations can be used for example to search 
tracks in the densely populated regions inside 
highly  energetic jets. The earlier a track gets 
reconstructed and accepted in the iterations, the 
more resources will be saved. The iterations, the 
seeds used and the targeted track types are 
presented in order they are applied in Table 1.

Track quality estimation

Table 1: The iterations in the order they are applied, 
the seeds used for building the tracks and the targeted 
track types.

An accurate method for estimating the track 
quality is needed both for masking the signals 
that are associated to reconstructed tracks and 
for rejecting fake tracks. These are tracks that 
are falsely reconstructed from unrelated hits or 
tracks that are badly reconstructed with spurious 
hits.

Good performance has been achieved using 
track variables such as the χ² value for the fit, 
the number of hits in the track and track 
displacement as an input to a machine learning 
method that is trained to tell the difference 
between fake and true tracks. So far the method 
used for this classification has been an ensemble 
of Boosted Decision Trees (BDT).

As the different iterations target different 
types of tracks, it has been necessary to have a 
separate classifier prepared for every iteration. 
This unavoidably complicates both the training 
process of the machine learning method and its 
application in the reconstruction pipeline. We 
propose using a Deep Neural Network (DNN) 
as a classifier instead and taking advantage of its 
large capacity to perform the classification with 
just a single classifier.

Figure 1: Using a 
single Deep Neural 
Network classifier 
instead of 11 different 
ensembles of Boosted 
Decision Trees 
simplifies both the 
training and the 
evaluation. 

Deep Neural Network

The initial goal is to find a DNN using the same 
input variables as the current BDTs that would 
reach at least the same level of performance. 
Already with a relatively simple DNN, using 
four hidden dense layers (300, 150, 20, 10 
neurons), the network is able reach and in some 
cases surpass the performance of the BDTs, as 
shown in Figure 1 demonstrating the efficiency 
and fake rate as a function of p

T 
for a sample of 

tt events with pile-up 50.
However making sure that the network is 

able to perform well also on exotic track types 
that are only present in small quantities or not at 
all in the training samples has proven to be 
difficult and is still to be understood. As the 
classifier decides if a reconstructed track is 
stored or rejected, unexpected behavior on rare 
track types can cause decrease in efficiency. 

Figure 2: The DNN classifier is able to outperform the 
BDT classifier both in efficiency and fake rate, on a 
sample of tt events with pile-up 50.   

Future work
● Ensuring  good  performance  on   rare   tracks

- Sample weights, network generalization

● Including  hit  variables  to   the   classification
- Hit type, layer, submodule, fit residual

● Compilation for fast evaluation when deployed
- AOT TensorFlow, C++ TensorFlow

● Hyperparameter optimization

I We usually focus on performance

I Bigger NNs → fewer algorithms → less to maintain

Fig from Connecting the Dots 2018
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Representation

some MicroBooNE

I Early article here: arXiv:1611.05531

I Sparse Locally Dense: arXiv:1903.05663
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Representation

Limits of Gradient Descent

I We update with

θ → θ − γ∇θL(f(x),y)

I Why not do

x→ x− γ∇xL(f(x),y)

input

     

input input input input inputinput

    

b c light

I Backprop cuts off at the inputs, but it could be telling us
something useful

I In other words: making everything differentiable would be useful
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What Has Changed?
Attack of the Logos

In the outside world

I More Data

I Data is Profitable

I More Computing Power

What it means for us

I Polished Interface

I Trivial GPU Access

I Lots of new blocks to play with
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Representation

The Workflow

I Split between inference and training
I Training is thousands of times slower
I But hundreds more passes per second

Should we Unify?

I Maintaining “outside” takes
work

I Model needs to be understood
I Maybe that’s a good thing

Model

High Energy Physics

Data / Simulation

ML Discriminants

Physics!

Training Data

Rest of World

Keras 
TensorFlow

MXNet
Etc

I In an ideal world, we might rewrite our framework from scratch
I GPU optimized, built-in backprop

I In reality we have to keep it incremental and maintainable
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What is Maintainable in 2019?

For a Physicist

I The Tradeoff: Fewer parameters or simpler form?
I Simpler Form: easier if we can fit parameters
I Fewer parameters: more physics intuition

For a Computer

I Fewer operations is nice,

I But (thanks to gamers), GPUs are cheap

For a Software Engineer

I y = σ(θx) is pretty simple
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Why Change Anything?

I We’ll have to!

I We can’t keep up with
HL-LHC data

I GPUs and HPCs needed

I ML provides common blocks

Year
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CPU resource needs

2017 Computing model

2018 estimates:
MC fast calo sim + standard reco
MC fast calo sim + fast reco
Generators speed up x2

Flat budget model
(+20%/year)

ATLAS Preliminary

I Adapting to computing architectures isn’t really “optional” any
more

I If we use common building blocks, this will be easy(er)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/AtlasPublic/ComputingandSoftwarePublicResults/cpuHLLHC_18.pdf
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What Makes HEP ML Special?

I Industry labels by hand

I Our simulation is
wrong!

I But not too wrong

I We have a lot of ways
to fix it

8.3 The c jet identification efficiency 49

CMS  (13 TeV, 2016)-135.9 fb
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Figure 33: Misidentification probability, data-to-simulation scale factors, and relative uncer-
tainty in the scale factors for light-flavour jets for the medium working point of the DeepCSV
(left) and cMVAv2 (right) algorithm. The upper panels show the misidentification probability
in data and simulation as a function of the jet pT. The middle panels show the scale factors for
light-flavour jets, where the solid curve is the result of a fit to the scale factors, and the dashed
lines represent the overall statistical and systematic uncertainty in the measurement. The lower
panels show the relative systematic uncertainties in the scale factors for light-flavour jets. The
sampling and pileup uncertainties are not shown since they are below 1%, but are included in
the total systematic uncertainty covered by the black dots.

Figure from arXiv:1712.07158
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Other useful links

I DL1 Scans
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ACAT results

I CMS: ML for Scale factors

I CMS Open Data: ML for data quality

I CERN, yet another GAN for calo sim

I FPGSs for analysis

I GANs on particle level

I ATLAS TDAQ (simple but effective algorithms)

I ATLAS Tile Cal Gan

I HEP.TrkX

I hls3ml

I Vertex Reco, for LHCb

I ATLAS Muon Trigger, Phase 2

I Event Generation

I CMS HLS BDT
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The Workflow

Model

High Energy Physics

Data / Simulation

ML Discriminants

Physics!

Training Data

Rest of World

Keras 
TensorFlow

MXNet
Etc
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Adversarial Decorrelation

× 3

⋮⋮x

θclf

z  =  pclf( y | x, θclf )

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

64 nodes

Classifier

⋮
padv( d | z, a, θadv )

⋮ ⋮

64 nodes

Adversary

a
⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

d

θadvLclf (θclf)

GMM

∇ → –λ∇

Ladv (θadv)

20 components

Use a much more complicated loss function:

min
θclf

max
θadv

Lclf(θclf)− λLadv(θclf , θadv)

I Classifier: tries to learn something
I Adversarial network: learns something we don’t want the classifier

to use from classifier output
I Gradient Reversal tells the classifier not to help the adversary

figure from ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-014
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